Evidence-Based, Ethical, and Strengths-Based Spiritual Assessment

Spiritual assessment is the process by which healthcare providers can identify a client's spiritual needs, practices, strengths, resources, and any barriers to using their spiritual strengths in their recovery and wellness. The SSOPP interview you are learning in this 2 hour course is structured so as to cover the critical areas of religious and spiritual functioning that can affect behavioral problems. Spiritual assessment interview elicits how a client’s religious and spiritual beliefs and practices function as positive and helpful or sometimes as negative dysfunctional coping mechanisms. Conducting a spiritual assessment is the gateway skill to other religious and spiritual competencies and interventions.

NOTE: THE ACTUAL COURSE IS AVAILABLE [HERE](#).

IF YOU WANT CE CREDIT FOR THIS COURSE, YOU MUST:

- TAKE AND PASS THE QUIZ (75% CORRECT TO PASS)
- FILL OUT AN EVALUATION
- PAY $25
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